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Given the roots 
of Philip Lee are 
firmly embedded in 
internationally focused 
work, we were naturally 
drawn to the subject 
matter of this guide. 
We believe that the 
insights that this guide 
delivers will assist 
companies, advisors, 
investors, and buyers to 
understand key trends 
and predictions for the 
future.
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We are delighted to introduce this publication, 
produced by the Philip Lee corporate team 
in association with Experian. 

M&A Insights – a cross-border deal insight guide by Philip Lee, is a quarterly insight guide that looks 
at transactions in Ireland and the UK and the impact that the international market has on corporate 
transactions in these jurisdictions. This first edition is informed by data gathered on deal activity across 
the full 12 month period of 2021 in the Irish and UK markets. 

This insight has been created in partnership with Experian, the global information services company 
using their comprehensive database of business and financial information which monitors and tracks 
the behaviour of businesses in the UK and Ireland.

In each edition, we will have a sector spotlight section, where we hear from a number of contributors in 
that space, providing their own insights into how they and their companies viewed recent activity, and 
predictions for the period ahead. 

It is no secret that deal activity in 2021 reached record levels (a rise of 27% year on year). It is 
interesting to note that over half of Irish deals had a cross border element. Inward deals were up 44% 
and outbound deals were up 46%. There was a substantial increase in the number of cross-border deals 
in the technology, media, and telecoms (TMT) and professional, scientific and technical activities sectors 
in particular. 

Our UK neighbours and the USA were the most active in terms of bidders for Irish companies, and Irish 
bidders returned the favour, with both those jurisdictions experiencing the greatest focus from Irish 
bidders. 

We hope you enjoy the guide.

This guide is broken down into the following areas:

01

M
&

A Insights  – a cross-border deal insight guide by Philip Lee

01 
Deal analysis 

In this section we highlight the 
key findings of cross border deal 
activity as it relates to the Irish 
and UK markets. 

02
Sector spotlight 

In this edition, we take a look at 
the irrepressible tech sector and 
speak to Mike Brennan of Finch 
Capital, the Netherlands based 
tech investor, Peter Jenkinson, 
founder of employee engagement 
platform, Wrkit, recently sold to 
Benefex, part of the Bain Capital-
backed Zellis Group, and Mazars 
deals team lead John Bowe for a 
corporate finance insight on the 
market.

03
Outlook

Finally, Eoghan Doyle and Andrew 
Tzialli, partners in our corporate 
team, will give their views for the 
year ahead on the Irish and UK 
markets.
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Deal Analysis - Ireland 
• Irish M&A has reached record levels in 2021, boosted 

by cross-border activity. 

•  Deals were up 27% year on year and the busiest on 
record. 

• Over half of all Irish deals had a cross-border element 
– inward deals reached an all-time high and were up 
44% and outbound deals up 46%. 

• The total recorded value of Irish M&A hit €96bn in 
2021 - up from just €31bn in 2020. This figure was 
boosted by increased activity at the higher end of the 
market, with Irish businesses involved in 16 deals with 
a transaction value of more than €1bn (up from three 
in 2020).

• Cross-border M&A accounted for around 48% of the 
total - €46.4bn in total. Of this, €36.3bn was classed 
as outbound M&A (up from €5.3bn in 2020), which is 
the largest figure on record since 2015. The value of 
inward M&A was €10.1bn, which was up by 248% on a 
year on year basis (from €2.9bn in 2020).

•  There was a substantial increase in the number of 
cross-border deals in the technology, media, and 
telecoms (TMT) and professional, scientific and 
technical activities sectors in particular. 

•  The most significant bidders for inward bound M&A 
unsurprisingly being from the UK, followed by the US 
and Germany.

Over half of all Irish 
deals had a cross-
border element – 
inward deals reached 
an all-time high and 
were up 44% and 
outbound deals up 
46%. 

“

Eoghan Doyle, Partner
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Fig. 1 Deals over time - cross-border
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Fig. 2 Cross-border deals by sector
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• In Fig. 4 below we can see the largest 
deals completed were primarily in the 
manufacturing, energy, and tech sectors.

• Professional, scientific and technical 
activities (€19.9bn worth of deals) and 
manufacturing (€17.1bn) provided the bulk 
of cross-border value, due to large deals in 
the pharma/biotech, medical devices and 
engineering segments.

• In terms of deal volume, cross-border 
deals in the TMT sector were up by 40.3% 
year on year – the highest levels of growth 
were seen in the areas of IT consultancy 
and IT services. Professional, scientific and 
technical activities transactions were up 
by 43.8%. The highest year on year growth 
in percentage terms was in financial and 
insurance activities, where cross-border 
deals were up by 107% (from 14 in 2020 
to 29 in 2021), driven by activity in the 
insurance segment.

• We see the scale of the inward bound 
M&A deals completed in 2021, with the E&I 
Engineering Ireland sale to Vertiv Holdings 
topping the list. E&I Holdings specialise in 
electrical switchgear and power distribution 
solutions, reinforcing the strength of 
transactions in the energy space.

•  Added to this was the blockbuster 
Mainstream/Aker transaction valued at over 
€1billion, that Philip Lee advised on, and 
the Brookfield /Orsted deal valued at €585 
million.

•  In Figs. 5 and 6 overleaf we see what 
countries and sectors Irish bidders were 
most active in during 2021.

•  Irish companies made acquisitions in 28 
different countries across the globe in 2021 
– this was the widest geographic reach we’ve 
seen over the last decade.

Target Bidder Country (Bidder) ONS Target Sector Consideration (€)

E&I Engineering Ireland Ltd Vertiv Holdings Co United States Manufacturing 1,714M

Generic Rx Pharmaceuticals
Business of Perrigo
Company Plc

Vestas Pharma LLC United States Manufacturing 1,311M

Mainstream Renewable
Power Ltd Aker Horizons AS Norway Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 1,050M

Neotope Neuroscience Ltd Novo Nordisk A/S Denmark Professional, scientific and technical activities 1,046M

Brookfield Renewable
Ireland Ltd Orsted A/S Denmark Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 585M

Quilter International Ireland
DAC Utmost Group Plc United Kingdom Financial and insurance activities 568M

Navitas Semiconductor Ltd Live Oak Acquisition II Corp United States Manufacturing 337M

Nordeus Holding Ltd
Take-Two Interactive
Software Inc United States Information and communication 315M

Burlington Plaza,  Whitaker
Court and Three Ireland HQ Blackstone Group United States Real estate activities 301M

Silvercloud Health Ltd American Well Corp United States Human health and social work activities 251M

© Experian, March 2022

Fig 4. Top inward deals 2021
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Fig. 5 Target countries by sector
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Fig. 7 Acquisitive Irish companies

Fig. 6 Map showing the extent of Irish outbound investment in 2021
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Deal Analysis -UK
•    UK M&A has increased substantially in 2021, while 

still lagging slightly behind the 2016-2018 period.

 -    Whilst the UK didn’t experience the record-
breaking year that Ireland did, the total number 
of deals was still up by around 14% versus 2020. 
Nervousness around consequences from Brexit 
may have been a contributing factor for inward 
investors, preventing new highs being set. Whilst 
M&A activity did not reach dizzying new heights, 
the UK tech sector reached a record year for 
venture capital investment, where the £29.4 billion 
invested in 2021 was over 2x greater than that 
invested in 2020. 

 -    Cross-border activity was still very strong, up by 
circa 25% (with inward investment up by circa 30% 
and outbound deals by circa 20%). 

 -    As in Ireland, the growth in cross-border deal 
activity was driven by the technology, media, and 
telecoms (TMT) and professional, scientific and 
technical activities sectors, with manufacturing 
also strong.
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“Whilst M&A activity 
did not reach dizzying 
new heights, the UK 
tech sector reached a 
record year for venture 
capital investment.

Andrew Tzialli, Partner
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Fig. 8 Deals over time - UK deals

Fig. 9 Deals over time - cross-border (UK)
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Fig. 10 Cross-border deals by sector (UK)
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•    Inward Investment – who invested in UK 
companies in 2021?

 -    As per Fig. 11, companies based in the 
USA bought 265 UK companies in 2021, 
more than the next five most active 
nations combined. Sweden and Ireland 
were the next most active bidders (with 
the latter investing heavily in the UK 
tech sector). 

 -    US companies mainly invested in 
technology, media, and telecoms (TMT) 
(38% of all US>UK deals), manufacturing 

(23%) and professional, scientific and 
technical activities (12%). 

 -    We can see from Fig. 12 overleaf that the 
software development and publishing 
sectors dominated activity in the TMT 
space.

 -    Whilst the highest value transactions of 
2021 were in manufacturing, the TMT 
sector finished a close third, with the 
sale of Inmarsat Group Holdings Ltd to 
ViaSat Inc for £5.4 billion. 
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Fig. 11 Bidder countries by sector (UK)
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Target Bidder Country (Bidder) ONS Target Sector Consideration (GB£)

Meggitt Plc Parker-Hannifin Corp United States Manufacturing 6,300M

Ortho Clinical Diagnostics
Holdings Plc Quidel Corp United States Manufacturing 5,974M

Inmarsat Group Holdings Ltd ViaSat Inc United States Information and communication 5,437M

GW Pharmaceuticals Plc Jazz Pharmaceuticals Plc Ireland Professional, scientific and technical activities 5,274M

Dialog Semiconductor Plc Renesas Electronics Corp Japan Manufacturing 4,299M

Daily Mail and General Trust
Plc Rothermere Continuation Ltd Bermuda Information and communication 2,790M

Certain Operations of Willis
Towers Watson Plc Arthur J Gallagher & Co United States Financial and insurance activities 2,531M

Chubb Fire & Security Ltd APi Group Inc United States Manufacturing 2,240M

International (non-US)
business of William Hill 888 Holdings Plc Gibraltar Arts, entertainment and recreation 2,200M

Gamesys Group Plc Bally's Corp United States Arts, entertainment and recreation 2,072M

© Experian, March 2022Fig. 13 Top inward deals UK
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Fig. 12 Sector breakdown 2021 - Inward (UK)
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•    Outbound investment – where did UK firms 
invest in 2021?

 -    UK acquirers substantially favored 
the US, with UK companies making 
152 acquisitions in the USA, with Irish 
and French companies the next most 
common targets. 

 -    UK to France deals were up by 74% on 
2020, which was the highest in terms of 
year-on-year growth, followed by UK to 
Ireland transactions (up 47%). 

 -    In the US, UK firms focused primarily 
on companies in the TMT and 
manufacturing sectors; whereas in 

Ireland, deals in the professional, 
scientific and technical activities and 
financial services sectors were more 
common. 

 -    Private equity-backed veterinary 
practice consolidator, Independent 
Vetcare Ltd was by a substantial margin, 
the most active UK firm making overseas 
acquisitions in 2021, with 101 deals. 

 -    A private group of acquirers led by 
Permira provide the highest value 
outward UK tech sector transaction, with 
the acquisition of Jersey based Mimecast 
Limited for £4.3 billion.
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Fig. 14  Top countries where UK companies made acquisitions in 2021, with sector overlay
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Fig. 16 UK companies that made the most overseas acquisitions in 2021
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Fig. 15 Map showing the extent of UK outbound investment in 2021
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Target Bidder Country (Target) ONS Target Sector Consideration (GB£)

Terminix Global Holdings Inc Rentokil Initial Plc United States Administrative and support service activities 5,068M

Mimecast Ltd Private Group led by Permira Jersey Information and communication 4,376M

Playtech Plc Aristocrat (UK) Holdings Ltd Isle of Man Manufacturing 2,700M

Trean Intermediaries LLC BMS Group Ltd United States Financial and insurance activities 1,300M

tastytrade Inc IG Group Holdings Plc United States Professional, scientific and technical activities 729M

Adhesive Resins business of
Eastman Chemical
Company

Synthomer Plc United States Manufacturing 726M

Acuant Inc GB Group Plc United States Information and communication 547M

Quilter International Ireland
DAC Utmost Group Plc Ireland Financial and insurance activities 481M

SAI Global Assurance Intertek Group Plc Australia Financial and insurance activities 470M

Nordkalk Oy AB SigmaRoc Plc Finland Mining and quarrying 401M

© Experian, March 2022
Fig. 17 Top Ten outbound deals of the year by deal size
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Mike Brennan
Principal, Finch Capital

Finch Capital has been active in the Irish market 
in recent years, and most notably in fintech and 
AI. Can you tell us a bit about the opportunities 
you are seeing in these verticals in Ireland and 
how Ireland is performing in competing for 
capital versus its European neighbours in these 
areas?

Fintech has been Europe’s most value creative 
and vibrant investment sector, creating over 
€150bn in value, through jobs, better experiences 
and products for European consumers. Finch 
Capital recognised quite early on that Ireland was 
establishing itself as a leading European fintech 
and technology hub with particular strengths in 
enabling technologies, such as AI and IoT. Finch’s 
AI investments in Ireland, Aylien and Webio, is 
a testament to this. Aylien sells its AI/NLP news 
and risk intelligence platform to some of the 
world’s top financial institutions like Wells Fargo, 
Revolut, Aon, Moodys and IHS Markit and Webio 
applies conversational AI to credit and collections, 
a sector that is ripe for disruption. Finch’s other 
investments in Ireland in AccountsIQ, Supply 
Finance and Nomu Pay demonstrate the breadth 
of the fintech landscape here.
 

World leading public supports from Enterprise 
Ireland, IDA and ISIF, have contributed hugely to 
the development of a thriving tech ecosystem 
here in Ireland with an unparalleled mix of 
indegigous and multinational fintech companies 
(e.g. Stripe, Guidewire, TrueLayer, Coinbase) and 
startups that are focused on deep technology. 
 
From a venture perspective, Ireland is firmly on 
the map with a number of sizeable exits and raises 
over recent years: Prepaid Financial Services (PFS) 
€327m exit, AutoEntry (Sage),  WayFlyer (€133m at 
€1.4bn valuation).

A notable recent deal that Finch has been 
involved in, was the series of Wirecard related 
acquisitions, and all lead through an Irish 
acquisition vehicle. What attracted Finch 
to these assets and why Ireland over other 
potential European hubs?

We identified an opportunity to acquire a series 
of Wirecard assets and other related acquisitions 
that came with attractive licenses in countries 
where tier 1 payment companies have little or 
no presence. There are over 300 million people 
in these markets, with high e-commerce growth 
rates and significant internet/smartphone 
penetration. We saw whitespace to gain market 
share with the licences we were acquiring, 
creating high barriers to entry given the scattered 
nature of the market and regulatory frameworks. 
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The European Tech View - Finch Capital
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We would also have existing clients and payment 
volumes to provide an unfair kick-start in the 
region.

Ireland has a strong history in payments and good 
payments DNA (with Fexco, Realex, TransferMate 
and Stripe to name just a few), there is strong 
payment talent in the market as well as an 
attractive regulatory and fiscal environment. It is 
for these reasons that we selected Ireland as the 
headquarters for Nomu Pay.

In Finch’s recent predictions for tech in 2022 
(https://www.finchcapital.com/post/finch-
capital-s-annual-fintech-predictions-for-2022), a 
couple of things stood out – (i) that AI needs to 
get back to basics; and (ii) that payroll rails are 
the next big thing. Can you give us an insight 
into these predictions.

2021 was another amazing year for European 
fintech and we expect 2022 to be more bold 
on many fronts. Each year we make a range of 
predictions that we feel will shape the months 
ahead, two of these predictions are around AI and 
payroll rails.
 
A recent report from Statista suggested that AI 
and big data startups have seen a 30% decline in 
revenue since the pandemic. We see that most 
AI deals require implementation/delivery which 
was delayed during the pandemic and we feel that 
“time to value” is also in question across the AI 
sector. We see most of the value is in traditional 
AI and analytics that does not focus on very niche 
finance functions (e.g. marketing and sales, risk, 
HR, etc.).
                                                       
AI took a big hit last year, hence why it’s time to 
re-focus on basic AI and keep it simple! Another 
major theme for us in 2022 is around payroll, we 
feel the open banking war is over with payroll 
rails becoming the next infrastructure play. 
Open banking has become a commodity and 
aggregators already cover the majority of banks in 
Europe (>80% of banks in Europe now have APIs).
 

We believe the focus has now switched to payroll 
with payroll APIs enabling financial product 
providers better insight into a consumer, enabling 
actionable results rather than just monitoring 
(bank APIs). Imagine a lender reducing its interest 
rate on the basis of ‘’writing’’ its deduction into 
the payroll and thereby almost eliminating non-
payment.
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Peter Jenkinson  
Founder of Wrkit, recently sold to Benefex, part of 
the Bain Capital-backed Zellis Group

Congratulations Peter on the recent deal closing. 
Can you give us a snapshot of what Wrkit’s 
offering is, the current scale of the business, and 
what this deal does to enhance that?

For some years now Wrkit has been creating 
employee and member engagement software 
that makes good workplaces great! The customer 
portals that we deploy are effective one stop 
shops, addressing and improving financial, 
physical and mental wellbeing and making 
significant contributions to improve personal 
and professional performance. The app based 
deployments ensure easy accessibility to relevant 
and compelling modules including: Lifestyle Saving 
offering essential and attractive savings on your 
everyday spend and this offering is localised per 
jurisdiction to ensure viability, Wellbeing modules, 
which are evidence based and empower the user 
to proactively manage their mental and physical 
health and performance and our Learning module 
promotes personal and professional development 
creating access to 1000’s of online courses, the 
majority that are free to complete. 

We have seen year on year growth since founding 
the business over 15 years ago and accelerated 
growth in the last 2 years as employers sought 
options to positively affect the recent challenges 

of employee engagement, retention and 
recruitment. 

Benefex, an award-winning employee experience 
platform, has been a long-standing and 
valuable partner, and prior to the acquisition 
we already had over 60 portals deployed for 
their customers.  Benefex supports benefits, 
recognition and communication for over 1.5 
million employees in 650 organisations across 
70 countries. The synergies and opportunities 
were obvious to both parties.  With a combined 
customer base of over 900 organisations, we see 
huge opportunity for the deployment of the Wrkit 
modules to existing and new customers globally, 
further enhancing the workplace experience.     
  
 Initially founded here in Ireland, I note Wrkit 
managed to build out its operations across 
the UK and Australia. Did you always have an 
idea that your eventual buyer would be an 
international firm and how was it that your 
offering stood out on the international market?

 Our initial focus at founding was not quite as 
ambitious as we became. Initially Ireland was the 
focus and we built a tremendous customer list 
and learned a great deal from the multinational 
and local customers ensuring that we moderated 
our tech, content and delivery to be relevant to 
the hundreds of Ireland based customers before 
looking to expand in the UK. No question that 
our experience with and the endorsement of the 
Irish based entities of the likes of Apple/IBM/SAP/
GE/Stryker/KPMG/Deloitte to name a few served 

Founder Focus
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us well as we launched in the UK market. The 
broader the customer base became, the more 
regularly we were being asked and encouraged to 
replicate the model in other jurisdictions. Australia 
and New Zealand are huge growth opportunities 
for us and more recently we have further sought 
to enhance the product ahead to enable a launch 
in the USA market. Furthermore, we have also 
been contracted to deploy our Wellbeing modules 
in over 15 countries where the primary language 
is not English but the business language is,  and 
regardless of the location, the modules are 
relevant and effective. 

Aligned with these more extended and global 
opportunities, it became obvious to us that the 
buyer would likely share this ambition and the 
field of opportunity for an acquisition narrowed to 
some extent.  

Have you any tips for other Irish based founders 
in scaling to a successful exit?

Every founder will bring unique talents, teams 
and indeed tech to the market and I am the 
first to realise that all of our journeys to exit 
will be unique and if I can provide any tips that 
might assist or provide a nugget of inspiration to 
another, then I will be delighted. 
  
Be patient! Easy for Wrkit to say as we were 
profitable from day one so the urgency to be 
acquired or funded was less obtrusive. This 
patient and some might say ultra conservative 
approach allowed us wait for the right moment 
and buyer to come to the table, one that shared 
our ambition and culture, saw the many benefits 
in bringing the entire Wrkit team and product into 
their existing and successful business, supporting 
our mission to help every employee have an 
exceptional experience every day and creating 
new and hugely exciting opportunities for the 
Wrkit team to grow and develop. Ideally for us, 
Benefex have fuelled the business with funding 
and with customer opportunities and growth! 
  
Smart Money! Again, I emphasise that we were 
fortunate to be profitable year on year and 
managed to resist the need and temptation of 
choosing the wrong opportunity and we waited 
for the ideal buyer to come to the table who not 

only knew us and our tech, but are now investing 
heavily in our team and tech ensuring that we get 
the growth that we patiently and ambitiously held 
out for. 
   
Hire and hire well! Likely you don’t need me to 
tell you that and cliched as the advice is, spend a 
lot of time assessing your hires ensuring not just 
their professional fit but their alignment with the 
culture of your business and how that culture is 
positively impacting across the business. 

Workforces globally have had to embrace 
technology to survive and thrive during the 
pandemic. What role do you see tech playing in 
the future of work? 

The future of work! If only I knew! But, what I 
do know I can share. No surprise that the last 
two years have seen Wrkit spectacularly grow in 
two ways. One we saw dramatically enhanced 
engagement with the tools already deployed for 
many employers where we were advocating, for 
years, that employers encourage and facilitate 
employees’ financial, physical and mental 
wellbeing. Co-incident with this growth, employers 
locally and globally are very much more open and 
engaged with the opportunity and the need to 
enhance employee tools ensuring that they are 
equally served regardless of location, whether 
hybrid, working from home, commuting to work 
or even located in a different country. Embracing 
tech and the potential of app based employee 
benefit software to corral and facilitate employee 
interfaces with the company and with their 
colleagues is now a must have, rather than a nice 
to have and the efficiencies that innovative tech 
bring to these requirements ensure that these 
tools are available to companies regardless of size 
and location. 
  
Tech is voraciously invading our homes and our 
social habits and regardless of the industry, 
employers can and really must now get on this 
train and ensure that the wellbeing of their 
employees and their employees’ families are best 
served by ensuring that each and every employee 
has easy accessibility to the tools and resources 
that will positively affect their health, their 
wellbeing and their finances. It’s a must have! 
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John Bowe
Head of Mazars deal team

 Have you seen a growth in tech-based mandates in 
the last two years in particular?

Deal activity in Ireland and the UK has increased 
over the last 24 months and tech and tech enabled 
companies have certainly accounted for a greater 
proportion of deal volume over that period. In Mazars 
this has translated to a growing number of tech based 
mandates. The drivers for tech deal activity are a 
combination of strong valuations based on recurring 
revenue multiples, corporate/strategic buyers looking 
to add to capability and a significant level of private 
equity interested in the tech sector.

What challenges have you faced as a practice during 
2021?

Like all professional services firms, people are our 
biggest asset and the last 12 months have been difficult 
for everyone in a working from home environment. For 
newer hires and graduates, the ‘osmosis’ learning from 
watching and listening to more experienced people 
is an important part of the development and this is 
missing. While flexible working is here to stay and is a 
good thing, I feel a hybrid model will develop over the 
coming year.

  What factors do you contribute to the rapid growth, 
during the last 12 months, in M&A activity and PE/VC 
transactions across the UK and Ireland?

 I feel one of the main drivers of growth in M&A is the 
wall of money available to fund transactions. Corporate 
balance sheets are strong and growth through M&A 

Name - title

One of the main drivers 
of growth in M&A is the 
wall of money available 
to fund transactions. 
Corporate balance 
sheets are strong and 
growth through M&A 
is on the agenda in 
boardrooms.
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is on the agenda in boardrooms. Private equity 
and venture capital funds have raised significant 
investment funds over the last 24 months.  This 
investment was raised on the back of private 
market returns out-performing public markets and 
investors increasingly looking to private markets 
for higher potential returns in a sustained low-
interest rate environment. With more and more 
capital available for transactions, valuations have 
remained high and deal activity levels have seen 
record numbers.

Are there any standout transactions in the tech 
sector that you worked on during 2021? What 
was interesting or unique about those?

The standout tech deal for us in 2021 was our 
role in advising the shareholders in the merger 
of Relate Software and BrightPay backed by HG, 
a leading European/US investor in software and 
services. Bringing two excellent Irish companies 
with leading software in accounts management/
production and payroll respectively together 
and securing a leading software investor to 
partner with the merger business was an exciting 
transaction to be involved in.
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Outlook
• As we emerge from the pandemic, it will be 

fascinating to see how this might affect deal 
activity. As a key focus of this guide, we believe 
that the technology sector will continue to be the 
forerunner for attracting overseas investors and 
bidders, where artificial intelligence, fintech and 
web 3.0 are all going to play a huge role. 

• Overall, we would expect another strong year in 
2022 for cross border deal activity in both Ireland 
and the UK. It will be challenging to reach the 
heights of 2021 in the case of the Irish market, 
though there may in fact be room for further 
growth in the UK market.

• We expect Irish businesses to continue to push 
the boundaries with a high level of ambition for 
successful raises and exits in 2022, buoyed by the 
valuations achieved in 2021 in attracting overseas 
investors and bidders.

• Given the geopolitical climate, unsurprisingly, 
economic commentators are guarding against 
earlier forecasts for economic growth, for the 
year ahead. Inflation, energy costs, and supply 
chain issues will continue to be real challenges 
for businesses and consumers. That said, 
Ireland remains high on the agenda for overseas 
investors and bidders as a stable economic 
environment, with ease of access to EU markets 
and with the reinforced certainty on Ireland’s 
corporate tax regime as a result of the recent 
agreement with the OECD, where 15% will 
become the new baseline corporate tax rate for 
multinationals with revenues in excess of €750m, 
and 12.5% will remain as the applicable rate for 
businesses with revenues below €750m.

• Likewise, it is expected that UK based businesses 
will continue to attract international interest, 
with concerns over the impact of Brexit perhaps 
beginning to allay. London remains one of the 
most dominant financial capitals in the world 
(second only to New York) and the “buzz of 
the City” seems to have returned after a covid 
enforced absence. The city’s presence continues 
to attract strong interest, with its tech and fintech 
companies in particular, being a buoyant focus 
for global investors. 
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Corporate Law Firm of the Year 2021, Irish Law 
Awards

Philip Lee has a leading corporate transactions practice, advising clients ranging from 
high potential early-stage ventures to market leading global multinationals. Our team has 
extensive experience across the broadest scope of corporate transactions and investments 
(equity and debt). We are routinely engaged by leading Irish, UK and multinational companies 
across all major industry sectors as well as state entities to advise them on the most 
complex, important and often novel matters.

In addition to our transactional expertise, we pride ourselves on having a team of market-
leading deep domain experts who have direct experience of both working in industry, 
including in senior leadership positions, and as legal advisors. All leading publications rank 
the firm across multiple disciplines, highlighting how our transaction teams can combine an 
accessible and collegiate approach with a breadth of technical expertise. 

We have a particular reputation for our international focus with offices in San Francisco, 
Brussels and London. We are the sole Irish member firm of Multilaw (the fourth largest legal 
network in the world). This network provides our lawyers with a level of access to the latest 
international developments in corporate structuring and transactional matters which is 
unrivalled in Ireland. Our clients rely on us to harness these deeply developed international 
connections to assist their business requirements.

Clients seek our advice across the following legal areas:

• Corporate restructuring
• Mergers and acquisitions
• Foreign direct investment
• Joint ventures
• Private equity and venture capital
• Corporate finance (both debt and equity)
• Corporate migrations and demergers
• Cross border mergers

 

Philip Lee LLP
Dublin
Connaught House
One Burlington Road
Dublin 4, D04 C5Y6

London
The Leadenhall Building
122 Leadenhall Street
Floor 30
London, EC3V 4AB

 www.philiplee.ie |  T: + 353 1 237 3700 
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About Experian

Experian is the world’s leading global information services company. During life’s big 
moments – from buying a home or a car, to sending a child to college, to growing a business 
by connecting with new customers – we empower consumers and our clients to manage their 
data with confidence. We help individuals to take financial control and access financial services, 
businesses to make smarter decisions and thrive, lenders to lend more responsibly, and 
organisations to prevent identity fraud and crime.

We have 20,000 people operating across 44 countries and every day we’re investing in 
new technologies, talented people, and innovation to help all our clients maximise every 
opportunity. We are listed on the London Stock Exchange (EXPN) and are a constituent of the 
FTSE 100 Index.

About MarketIQ

Experian MarketIQ is the essential business market platform for any organisation or 
professional involved in mergers and acquisitions (M&A), or requiring direct access to 
comprehensive and high quality business and financial data. Experian MarketIQ reveals new 
layers of market insight by combining the Corpfin global M&A database with comprehensive 
Companies House data and our market leading business, financial and risk databases – all on a 
single platform. It features:

o M&A database with the Experian business, financial and risk database
o UK and international deals database
o Insight into a business’s financial stability and payment profile
o Sophisticated search and analysis functions
o Upload lists of companies into the system for further analysis
o Clear view at a market, company or individual level

To find out more about how MarketIQ can help you contact us at e:business.uk@experian.com

 www.philiplee.ie |  T: + 353 1 237 3700 
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